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VIVIRTUAL 
ASSEMBLY

THE COURAGE TO 
SPEAK OUT



“It felt like we were really there.” Thank you Cardinal Nichols for sharing the Mass with us. 
How lovely to see them all holding their special Pentecost crosses!



Our first virtual assembly. Reception enjoyed praying and 

singing together with Mr. White and all the other bubbles



Thank you to the 
Bullock family for 
lighting candles 

for our 
Stevenage

Catholic schools’ 
community when 
St Hilda’s church 

re-opened .



Bubble 10 used natural brushes  for their colour 
mixing and ended the week making hedgehogs



Bubble 11 have been thinking about how to be a Good Samaritan. They 

made fortune tellers filled with acts of kindness that they could do to be a 

Good Samaritan. We tuned into the live mass at Westminster too.



Reception ordering 
numbers and giving 
a 'thumbs up' to our 
friends when we get 

the caterpillar 
numbers in the 

right order.



Bubbles 

6 and 7 studied the Miracle of 

Jesus calming the storm.

They have made a collage of 

rough seas, Jesus on the boat 
and a whale in the sea.



Watching the storm and then 
lights down, writing our names 

with light wands. 
Such excitement in Reception!



PSHE in bubble 11. 
Thinking about 

wellbeing and what 
makes us feel 

happy and healthy.



Fun in 

Bubble One



We love seeing you complete 
tasks at home



Changing Fairy tales home learning.



Food technology for Year 5 home learning –
sandwich challenge



Sam got an award for being so good through lockdown, along with Amy. The 
family also made a well being jar, all the children wrote five things on post it 

notes, that they would really like to do after lockdown. 

Then we can go through them all after and hopefully get them all done



What an amazing, home made, 
cardboard marble run! 

Thank you for sending Mrs 
Caswell the video



Today I received 2 awards in the post from 
my Kumon class. I still do exercise with the 
older Irish dancing girls 3 times a week and 
attend Zoom Irish dancing classes 3 times a 

week.
I miss my  friends and school family but 
mum says I am making the best of the 

situation.
I have also been completing Brownies’ 
activities and received badges. Below is 

one of the tasks I completed.

,



Caitlin wrote down her Lockdown wishes and 
Michael shared his  fantastic French  drawing! 
So lovely to see school and Mass are in the jar!

Please keep sending  your home learning and news to
rsherry@stvincent.herts.sch.uk



Adding to the Grace Way Covid  

Cobra



Enjoying the woods 
and sunshine.

Social distancing is 
always applied 



Some Year 5s have 

found their 

“green fingers”!



Home from their 
day in Bubbles  3 

and 10…still 
“bubbling”!


